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Analysing deep neural networks using mutual information has given a useful insight into their 

training dynamics. Shwartz-Ziv & Tishby (2017) estimated mutual information between the 

internal representations of neural networks with input and output. Networks showed two phases 

during training: a fitting phase when mutual information with the dataset increases and a 

subsequent compression phase, when value decreases, arriving at the most optimal  

representation. This representation balances between forgetting irrelevant parts of the dataset 

and retaining the most important, and is called an information bottleneck (Tishby et al., 1999).

However, further experiments (Saxe et al., 2018) showed that this might not a general case: the 

information bottleneck might not be optimized during training. When a non-saturating activation 

function ReLU (Glorot et al., 2011) was used, no compression phase was observed, a crucial 

element for information bottleneck implementation.

Mutual information estimation is an ill-posed and very nuanced task, especially when working 

with unbounded underlying functions. To get more accurate estimates, we have developed robust 

adaptive mutual information estimators, by considering every layer of every epoch as individual 

variables. We used these estimators to examine the relationship between information 

compression and network hyperparameters such as initialization, activation function choice and 

weight decay. Finally, we analysed the relationship between compression and network 

performance, to show that only compression in the last layer increases performance. 
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By studying the distribution of hidden activity during training, we identified improvements to 

estimation procedure. As activation values can vary by two orders of magnitude in different layers 

and epochs, estimators need to be adapt to the state of hidden activity. Instead of using a single 

bin range with fixed width binning, we used entropy based binning on every layer at every epoch, 

which increased estimator sensitivity by keeping the estimation noise proportional. We used the 

same motivation to adaptively scale the noise used by the KDE estimator (Kolchinky & Tracey, 

2017), which also produced better estimates, showing compression in networks that used ReLU.

Individual random initializations (Glorot & Bengio, 2010) have shown to produce a strong effect 

on the training dynamics of networks, when visualized on the information plane. Despite 

initializations producing comparable performance, the dynamics of mutual information during 

training can be very different. The above information planes show networks that two phase 

behaviour of compression and fitting is not the general case for some activation values. The 

networks for the above planes used ReLU activation function.
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When ReLU neural networks were trained with weight decay, they have show substantial 

increase in compression. The increase in regularization penalty induced more layers to 

compress information. Mutual information values were also pulled towards a single point.  
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Information planes produced with adaptive estimators show that networks implemented with 

non-saturating activation functions can exhibit compression. Similar results are obtained with 

both binning and non parametric KDE method that is applied adaptively.  

To estimate the effect the saturation of the activation function has on the information plane 

behaviour, we have averaged mutual information from 50 random initializations for different 

activation functions. We observed that saturation is not the primary factor, when it comes to 

information compression. Seemingly similar activation functions, such as softplus and centered 

softplus show large variation in compression behaviour.     

When we quantitatively compared the level of compression in hidden layers with the networks' 

performance, the was no significant correlation. However, we discovered a strong link between 

the degree of compression in the softmax layer and the network's generalization. 

 •	 When mutual information estimation is applied adaptively to every layer of 

every epoch, estimates are more sensitive and reliable.

•	 Networks implemented with ReLU and other non-saturating functions can 

compress information, but do not necessarily do so, depending on initialization.

•	 The overall shape of the activation function plays more important role than the 

presence of saturation.

•	 Weight decay induces compression in deep neural networks and also clusters 

the mutual information of different layers to a single point.

•	Compression in the hidden layers does not have a significant effect on network 

performance. However, information compression in the ultimate softmax layers 

is correlated with generalization and should be encouraged.
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